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ABSTRACT
HPC applications are becoming more and more data-intensive
as a function of ever-growing simulation sizes and burgeoning data-acquisition. Unfortunately, the storage hierarchy
of the existing HPC architecture has a 5-order-of-magnitude
latency gap between main memory and spinning disks and
cannot respond to the new data challenge well. Flash-based
SSDs (Solid State Disks) are promising to fill the gap with
their 2-order-of-magnitude lower latency. However, since all
the existing hardware and software were designed without
flash in mind, the question is how to integrate the new technology into existing architectures. DASH is a new Teragrid
resource aggressively leveraging flash technology (and also
distributed shared memory technology) to fill the latency
gap. To explore the potentials and issues of integrating flash
into today’s HPC systems, we swept a large parameter space
by fast and reliable measurements to investigate varying design options. We here provide some lessons we learned and
also suggestions for future architecture design. Our results
show that performance can be improved by 9x with appropriate existing technologies and probably further improved
by future ones.

1.

spinning disks.
To fill the latency gap, one can make use of remote DRAM
memory across the network interface, which is 3-order-ofmagnitude faster than spinning disks. However, it requires
special hardware [8] or software [10, 1, 16] to support. Flashbased SSD [13, 17, 15, 20, 22, 18] is another relatively new
choice, which is 2-order-of-magnitude faster than spinning
disks and promises potentially to take the place of them. We
adopted both these technologies to build a data-intensive supercomputer called DASH, which is a new Teragrid resource.
In this paper, we will focus on the flash drives.
How best to integrate flash technology into the existing HPC
architecture is still an open problem. Since most the existing
hardware and software were designed for slow spinning disks,
there will be a lot of surrounding components like operating
system and RAID (hardware or software), which might not
be able to catch up with the high-speed flash drives.
To explore the potentials and issues of the flash technology,
we swept a large parameter space by fast and reliable measurements to investigate different design options. We would

INTRODUCTION

HPC applications are becoming more and more data-intensive.
We have participated in and analyzed some user interviews [25,
24, 21, 23] and found two important data-intensive applications categories: data mining and predictive science [26, 19,
14]. Both of these two kinds of applications share the same
characteristics: they are dominated by small random data
access (especially read) patterns. We focus on improving
random (especially read) performance in this paper.
To achieve satisfying performance for these kinds of applications, short latency is the key. Unfortunately, the current architecture was not designed for these kinds of latency-critical
applications. Figure 1 shows the average latencies of the existing memory storage hierarchy. As may be noticed, there
is a 5-order-of-magnitude latency gap between memory and

Figure 1: The existing memory storage hierarchy.
There is a 5-order-of-magnitude latency gap between memory and spinning disks. Our solution is
to adopt distributed shared memory and flash drives
to fill the gap.

like to share some lessons we learned and suggestions for
future architecture design.

2.

DASH SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

DASH is composed of four so-called supernodes connected
by InfiniBand [5]. Each supernode is a 16-way cluster with
16 compute nodes and 1 IO node. All the nodes are equipped
with two Intel R Nehalem quad-core 2.4GHz CPUs and
48GB DDR3 memory. Each IO node has in addition 16 Intel R X25-E [6] 64GB flash-based SSDs (Solid State Disks),
with the total capacity of 1TB, serving the affiliated supernode. The whole supernode (including the compute nodes
and the I/O node) is virtualized into a single system image
by the vSMP system from ScaleMP R inc. [10]. From users’
perspective, a supernode has 128 cores, 768GB main memory, and 1TB flash drives. We are running a single Linux
image above the vSMP system. In fact, DASH is just a
prototype system for the even larger Teragrid system called
Gordon coming next year. Gordon will have more (32) and
larger (32-way) supernodes.
DASH is our prototype solution to the memory-disk latency
gap problem. Two innovations are adopted to fill the gap:
flash drives and distributed shared memory. With flash
drives, we can accelerate IO by about 2 orders of magnitude in term of latency. Access to remote DRAM memory
provided by the vSMP system can improve the performance
by another order of magnitude albeit to a smaller(768GB)
pool of storage. In the following sections, we will focus on
the flash technology and try to explore the design space.

3.

FLASH-BASED IO DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

Figure 2 shows our original design for IO nodes using hardware RAID plus software RAID. To connect the 16 flash
drives, we adopted two Intel R RS2BL080 PCIe 2.0 RAID
controllers with 8 up-to-6Gb/s SAS/SATA ports each. Every eight drives are configured as a hardware RAID-0. Another software RAID-0 was set up above the two hardware
ones. There are several RAID levels like 0, 1, 5, 6. Since our
flash drives will be used as a working area instead of a permanent storage system, we don’t guarantee redundancy or
reliability. To pursue high performance without any parity
computation overhead, we only investigate RAID-0 in this
paper. Without any tuning, the out-of-box random read
performance is about 46K IOPS with 4KB requests. After exhaustive tuning, we achieved about 88K 4KB IOPS,
which was about 2x improvement. However, since each X25E drive can perform about 35K 4KB IOPS, the upper bound
performance of 16 drives should be about 600K and we only
obtained about 15% of the upper bound, which was quite
disappointing. After some investigations, we realized that
the bottleneck could be the embedded 800MHz IO processor of the RAID controller, which was designed for spinning
disks and might not be able to work with the much faster
flash drives. One obvious solution to the issue is to use faster
RAID controllers. However, RS2BL080 was already the best
RAID controller we could find at the time the machine was
built (fall 2009). It seems the existing hardware RAID controllers are not ready for flash drives yet. In fact, we are
not the only one encountering the issue. Previous work [13]
observed the same problem. Another workaround is to avoid

Figure 2: The original design of IO nodes. Each
eight drives are grouped by a hardware RAID controller into a hardware RAID-0. Another software
RAID-0 is set up on top of the two hardware RAIDs.
The best random read IOPS achieved is about 88K,
which is about only 15% of the theoretical upper
bound.
hardware RAID and adopt software RAID instead. By this
approach, we can leverage our powerful Nehalem processors
of the host. To verify our hypothesis that this might improve matters, we attached 6 flash drives to the on-board
HBA (Host Bus Adapter) of the motherboard and repeated
the test with software RAID. With only 6 drives, we could
easily achieve about 150K IOPS, which is about 2x of hardware RAID performance.
With our hypothesis confirmed, we switched controllers for
simple HBAs (LSI R 9211-4i) with 4 up-to-6Gb/s SAS/SATA
ports each. Besides the software/hardware RAID issue, we
believed there are more design dimensions, such as stripe
size, stripe width (number of drives), file system, IO schedulers, queue depth, write caching, and read ahead, that are
critical to the performance of the flash storage system. To
explore the complete parameter space might cause exponential explosion in design space and seems infeasible. In fact,
we can reason about the appropriate range for each dimension and limit the space to explore. In the following subsections, we will discuss how we chose the parameter space, set
up the experiments, and what the results imply.

3.1

Experiment Configurations

Figure 3 shows the IO node configuration after switching to
the LSI R HBAs. Instead of the hierarchical structure with
hardware RAID plus software RAID, this time we simply
group up all 16 drives with a single software RAID-0. There
are quite a few IO benchmarks around and we chose one of
the most accurate and stable ones: XDD [11]. To measure
the pure performance of the flash drives without interference
from OS buffer cache, we performed direct IO across all our
tests.
Table 1 shows all the parameter dimensions we measured
and their tested values. With direct IO, write caching and
read ahead become irrelevant. Since we are targeting applications with large amount of small random accesses, write
caching and read ahead are not helping.

Parameters
Stripe size
Stripe width
File system
Read ahead
IO scheduler
Request size
Seek position
Queue depth
IO operation

Table 1: Parameter Dimensions and Their Values
Descriptions
Values
The chunk size of RAID
16KB, 64KB, 256KB
Number of drives
1, 2, 4, 8, 16
With or without XFS
Raw, XFS
Linux prefetching
Off, On
Linux IO scheduling algorithms
No-op, CFQ, Deadline and Anticipatory
Size of IO requests
4MB for sequential tests; 4KB for random tests
Start addresses of IO requests
sequential-seeking, random-seeking
Number of outstanding IO requests 1, 4, 16 for sequential tests; 32, 128, 512 for random tests
Read or write
100% read, 100% write

applications. Seek positions are the start addresses of the
IO requests; these can be sequential or random. One thing
worth mentioning is that random seeking does not necessarily mean random accesses. Random-seeking with 4MB
requests still generates sequential accesses i.e. the pattern is
occasional repositioning of start address followed by a long
sequential access. Queue depth is the number of outstanding
IO requests that can be outstanding at a given time. Small
numbers like 1, 4, 16 should be enough for sequential tests.
For random tests, we will try large numbers like 32, 128,
512 to see what the performance impact is. The final dimension is read or write. Here we only consider 100% read
and 100% write. We tested 14 combinations of the above
four parameters as follows. In the following sections, we will
refer to them as test types and use the numbers from 1 to
14 to present them in some of our figures.

Figure 3: The IO node design after switching to
simple HBAs. All 16 drives are set up as a single software RAID-0. The random read IOPS was
improved by about 4x comparing with the original
design up to about 350K.

Stripe size is the chunk size in which a RAID spreads out
data into different drives. The range from 16KB to 256KB
should cover the reasonable sizes. Stripe width is the number
of drives in a RAID. We are trying to test the numbers from
1 to 16 to investigate the performance scalability.
File systems may add some overhead to the system. We
would like to compare the situation with and without file
system to see how big the overhead is. XFS [12] is a file
system designed for large compute and storage system with
excellent performance and scalability. Read ahead is the
mechanism the operating system tries to prefetch data the
user will request. As referred to above, read ahead should
not be effective with direct IO, which is confirmed by our results (not shown in this paper). Linux has four IO scheduler
choices: No-op, CFQ, Deadline and Anticipatory. We explored to see how these scheduling algorithms perform with
flash drives.
Request size means how big the requests generated by the
IO benchmark (XDD in our case) are. 4MB should be large
enough to guarantee the sequential access behavior and 4KB
is a common size used in random tests and is found in many

• 4MB sequential tests with sequential seeking, queue
depth 1, read and write;
• 4MB sequential tests with random seeking, queue depth
1, 4, and 16, read and write;
• 4KB random tests with random seeking, queue depth
32, 128, and 512, read and write.
For each test, we repeated it five times. There were in total
16,800 runs (it can be seen why some search-space limiting
is needed). By limiting each run to 10 seconds, we managed
to finish the entire data gathering experiment in about four
days - analysis took a lot longer.
For each run, the benchmark will report both bandwidth
and IOPS (Input/Output Per Second). Though people usually talk about bandwidth of sequential tests and IOPS of
random tests, they are in fact the same thing and can be
translated to each other as long as you know the request
size. Since our sequential tests and random tests are using
different request sizes, we would like to present the bandwidth numbers for a uniform view when we talk about both
sequential and random tests in the following sections.

3.2

Data Pre-processing

As referred to above, we repeated each test five times. After
collecting the data, we pre-processed the data and searched
for outliers with Chauvenet’s criterion [3]. According to the
criterion, with five measured data, one can be classified as
an outlier if it is 1.65 standard deviations away from the

Figure 4: Average bandwidth over five passes of read
tests. The first pass tends to off the trend.

Figure 5: Average bandwidth over five passes of
write tests. The first pass tends to off the trend.
The write tests are more sensitive to pre-conditions
but can adapt quickly right after the first run.

mean value. With the criterion, we found 1155 outliers out
of the 16,800 measured data (about 7 percent).
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the average measured values over
the 5 passes for read and write tests respectively. Here we
can observe some interesting phenomena. The first value of
each test tends to be off the trend. It seems the performances
of the flash drives are quite sensitive to the pre-conditions,
but they can adapt to the conditions very fast right after
the first run. The write performance is more sensitive than
the read one, which is almost constant.
With the above observations, we dropped all the data of
the first pass and repeated the Chauvenet test. This time
we found no outliers at all. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show
the coefficients of variation across all the tests before and
after the change. The data became much more stable after

Figure 6: Coefficients of variation before outliers
removal. With Chauvenet’s criterion [3], we found
1155 outliers out the 16,800 measured data.

Figure 7: Coefficients of variation after outliers removal. After removing the first pass of each test, all
the outliers are removed.
removing the outliers.

3.3

Stripe Size

The stripe size of a RAID is critical for performance. Small
sizes are easier for applications to make use of the parallelism across the composing drives and increases the resultant bandwidth. However, too small sizes may cause significant overhead of striping and IO processing.
Figure 8 shows the average bandwidth with different stripe
sizes. The X axis represents the test types referred above.
We can see that 16KB is too small to achieve reasonable performance. The performance of 64KB and 256KB are almost
the same. 256KB is a little bit better.
Since our random test size (4KB) is smaller than all the
stripe sizes, a single request would not be striped across

Figure 8: Average bandwidth with different stripe
sizes. Deciding stripe size is a trade-off between
parallelism and striping overhead.

more than one drive. However, our queue depths are all
larger than the drive number (16) and the requests should
spread out evenly onto different drives. In this situation,
smaller stripe sizes cannot take advantage of parallelism. Instead, they suffer from the striping overhead. For sequential
tests with the request size of 4MB, all the stripe sizes tested
can benefit from IO parallelism. Within the range, smaller
stripe sizes will suffer from the striping overhead again. As
a conclusion, the optimal stripe size depends on the application characteristics. The sweet spot may be the largest
stripe size to make the requests span over all the drives. Of
course the queue depth is also a factor. We will have more
discussion of this later in the queue depth section.

3.4

Stripe Widths and Performance Scalability

The stripe width (the number of composing drives) of a
RAID is another important factor for performance. Ideally, we would like to see the bandwidth or throughput (like
IOPS) scale up with the number of drives. We are especially
interested in the IOPS performance of the random tests for
a couple of reasons. First, our target applications are dominated by small random accesses. Also, since the IOPS number of a single flash drive is already pretty high compared to
spinning disks, scaling the performance up can be challenging for the surrounding components such as RAID. In this
section, we will see how the random IOPS scale up from 1
drive to 16 drives.
Figure 9 shows the random read IOPS scaling over the number of drives. The good news is that comparing with the 88K
IOPS result of our original design with hardware RAID, we
managed to improve the performance by about 4x, leveraging the horsepower of our Nehalem host processors. How
about the scalability? Here things become more tricky. The
performance scales almost linearly up to 8 drives, which is
great. However, it almost stops scaling after 8 drives. With
16 drives, the performance can only scale up a little bit to
about 350K IOPS from 250K with 8 drives.

Our further investigation showed that the issue origins from
the high IOPS of flash drives, which introduces a flood of
hardware interrupts. The existing Linux kernel and HBA
drivers do not work well enough to balance the workload to
all the CPU cores. To be more specific, there is an existing
issue [9] in the current kernel to configure interrupt binding for devices using message signaled interrupts (MSI) [7]
but without MSI per-vector masking capability, which is the
case for our HBAs. To work around the issue, we disabled
the MSI and fell back to the legacy pin-based interrupt. Figure 10 shows the same results with the new configuration.
With MSI disabled, now the random read performance can
scale almost linearly up to 16 drives with the queue depth
of 512. The peak performance is about 460K IOPS, which
is about 80% of the theoretical upper bound (600K IOPS).
However, the legacy interrupt may have some disadvantages
such as limited number of interrupts and higher overheads.
As you might have noticed, the performances with queue
depth of 32 drop about 2x. That is because we don’t have
enough outstanding requests to overlap and hide the long
overheads in these tests.
The curves with the same queue depth are represented with
the same color in both the figures. It is easy to see that the
queue depth is very important. More threads usually means
better performance.

3.5

File Systems

File system is an important factor at the operating system
level. Since most of the existing file systems were designed
before flash drives came into batch production, they might
not be able to work with flash drives well. We are interested
in figuring out what the overhead of existing file systems
will be. Here we chose XFS [12] as an example. XFS was
designed for large compute and storage system from day one
and is famous for its excellent performance and scalability.
It will be a good fit for our large-scale data-intensive supercomputer if its overhead on flash drives is small enough.
Figure 11 compares the bandwidth with and without XFS.
The sequential performances (the first eight categories in the
figure) are almost the same. That is because the overhead
of the file system is amortized because of the large request
size. However, the overhead becomes dominant in the random tests and XFS performs quite poor. One interesting
phenomenon is that the random write performances (the
categories 10, 12, and 14 in the figure) drops dramatically,
whose reason is still under investigation. It will be interesting to also compare the performance with other file systems
such as ext4 [4] or Brtfs [2]. At this point, we would like to
save it as our future work.

3.6

IO Schedulers

For traditional spinning disks, people developed all kinds
of IO scheduling algorithms mainly to serve three purposes:
adjacent request merging, request reordering (elevator scheduling), and request prioritizing. Most of these optimizations
are redundant for flash drives. For example, since there is no
head moving and the seeking cost is trivial for flash drives,
elevator scheduling is not necessary. We don’t need request
prioritizing either for our target applications. Without any
benefits, these optimizations might even introduce unnecessary overhead for flash drives. There are four IO schedulers

Figure 9: Random read IOPS scaling over drive amount. It scales almost linearly up to 8 drives but not after
that.

Figure 10: Random read IOPS scaling over drive amount without MSI-X. With MSI disabled, it scales almost
linearly up to 16 drives.

Figure 11: Average bandwidth with and without file
system. The sequential performances with and without XFS are almost the same while the XFS’s random (especially write) performances are worse.

Figure 13: Average bandwidth of sequential tests
with different queue depths 1, 4 and 16. Although
the request size (4MB) can span across all the drives,
higher queue depth can still improve bandwidth because of the internal parallelism of each drive.

Figure 12: Average bandwidth with different IO
schedulers. Simple algorithms like No-op and Deadline work best. Most advanced optimizations designed for spinning disks, such as elevator scheduling, are not necessary, even harmful for flash drives.

Figure 14: Average bandwidth of random tests with
different queue depths 32, 128 and 512. Performance increases until the queue depth 128 only because 512 exceeds the aggregated parallelism of the
16 drives.

3.7
in Linux: No-op, CFQ (Completely Fair Queuing), Deadline, and Anticipatory. No-op is the simplest one with only
request merging function. We would like to see if the other
advanced algorithms can bring any benefits for flash drives.
Figure 12 shows the average bandwidth with different IO
schedulers. Deadline is the best for sequential (randomseeking with 4MB requests) tests; No-op is the best for random (with 4KB requests) tests; CFQ varies a lot; while Anticipatory is systematically bad. We can see that advanced
optimizations designed for spinning disks are not necessary
for flash drives. Simple algorithms like No-op and Deadline
work best.

Queue Depths

A traditional spinning disk is a serial device, which can only
access one data block at a given time. Flash drives are
totally different. Even a single drive may contain tens of
data buses and packages internally, which can be accessed
in parallel. To explore the full potential of a flash drive, a
user has to utilize asynchronous IO or multi-thread to keep
the drive busy.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the average bandwidth with
different queue depths for sequential and random tests respectively. Both figures are logarithmic. All our tests (sequential or random, read or write) shared a similar rising
trend with increasing queue depth. Even though the re-

quest size (4MB) of the sequential tests is large enough to
span all the composing drives, higher queue depth can still
improve bandwidth. The extra performance improvement
comes from the internal parallelism of each drive. For random tests, we observed a similar trend until the queue depth
reaches 128. This makes sense because 512 is a big number
for 16 drives with tens of internal packages each. In another
word, queue depth of 512 exceeds the aggregated parallelism
of the 16 drives.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Data-intensive HPC applications are becoming more and
more common. Existing memory storage hierarchy has a 5order-of-magnitude gap between memory and spinning disks,
and is not able to respond to the challenge well. We adopted
distributed shared memory and high-speed flash drives to fill
the gap, and built the prototype system called DASH, which
is a Teragrid resource. In this paper, we focused on the
flash technologies and tried to explore the complete design
space of a flash storage system. We swept a large multidimensional parameter space to figure out how the other
system components, such as operating system and RAID
(hardware and software), interfere with flash drives. With
these exhaustive searching, we managed to improve the performance from our original design by about 9x. However,
we found that some existing technologies like RAID don’t
fit the new technology very well. In the future, we will keep
investigating the origins of these limitation and try to remove them and release the potential of the flash technology. We are also interested in other emerging storage technologies such as PCM (Phase Change Memory) and STTM
(Spin-Torque Transfer Memory). Our goal is to re-shape the
memory storage hierarchy to fit the high performance data
trend ahead.
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